
My friend Steve Hedges 
 
Steve Hedges was a lovely man. Everyone who was lucky enough to know him knew that. Whatever 
you said, Steve was interested in it. He would always listen. He would always try and help. You felt 
you could tell him anything and he would not judge you.  
 Steve loved to travel and meet people and his stories were always fun to hear: of being 
stranded in Venice in impenetrable fog or travelling in South America with a well-known BBC 
journalist, who never seemed to have his wallet on him. Although Steve was completely normal, out-
of-the-normal things always seemed to happen to him. There was the outbreak of the Biafran war 
when he was studying multi-mammary rats in the wild in Nigeria. There was the time he was 
studying a species of mouse on a Channel Island and trapped only one specimen in 12 months 
because he had, by terrible bad luck, picked the year of a population crash. Oh, and on the island, he 
stayed in a guest house with a psychopathic fellow resident who would spear the dining table with a 
machete. Part of Steve’s charm was that he could hardly believe that such extraordinary things 
happened to him. 
 When I was science news editor at New Scientist, Steve would phone up and ask about 
interesting stories I was covering in that week’s issue and get me over to talk about them on Science 
in Action. Steve was one of the two best radio interviewers I have ever known. The other was John 
Dunn. With his calmness and professionalism, I always felt in good hands. He would even ask: “What 
do you want me to ask you?”, which is an incredibly sensible thing to ask an interviewee but which 
hardly anyone else, in my experience, asks. Steve would then do two interviews and take the best, 
saying that everyone goes downhill after the second. 
 The most fun was doing Pop Science, which Steve had invented. It’s odd format, which 
involved kids asking science questions and then to have a record by Madonna or U2 played, should 
never have worked. But it did, gloriously. I loved the questions kids asked, which adults would never 
dream of asking. “Does an airline pilot have to compensate for the curvature of the Earth?” “Why 
does warm water freeze more quickly than cold water?” My wife and I spent a weekend with beakers 
of water confirming that in our fridge! 
 Steve got on very well with women. He loved Sue. And, while he was lovely on his own, they 
were a lovely couple. When they came to stay, they were the best guests because you could always 
be yourself. We always looked forward to them coming. 
 Steve was a lovely man. Every interaction with him was positive. He made the world a better 
place. And what more can anyone hope to do than that? I am very grateful to have met him and to 
have been his friend. 
 


